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Publications committeedrops College yearbook
ELIZABETH DUSSING
- Staff Writer
In a move to initiate a College
yearbook with a professional staff
and a secure budget, the Publica-
tions Committee voted to cease ad-
ministration of the struggling, stud-
ent-run Index.
The 1989-9- 0 Index will be pub-
lished, but the College has made
no tentative plans to issue future
yearbooks.
When Campus Council decided
to stop funding the Index a year
ago, the College administration ad-
vanced the yearbook the money it
needed to survive another year.
This year's budget proposal for the
Index, which would have been due
on Monday, was not submitted by
the Publications Committee.
The members of the Committer,
decided that the Index, which has
been in service for nearly a centu-
ry, should not have to endure the
difficulties which have hampered
the last 20 years of its existence.
The Committee advocates the es-
tablishment of a faculty-supervis- ed
yearbook that would be more cost-efficie- nt,
more comprehensive in
its year-lon- g coverage, and better
suited to issue a quality publica- -
Tenth India Sub-contine- nt
week continues through weekend
ANNSCHMTTZ
Staff writer
The series of events which make
up India Sub-contine- nt Week con-
tinue through the weekend.
Friday night at 7:30 p.m. in
Lowry there will be "A Taste of
South Asian Paradise," featuring
such exotic fashions as sarees,
ghagras and kula pajamas as well
as native dances. Saturday is the
Bazaar, a recreation of the streets
in India (12 to 4 p.m. in Lowry)
and Melodies of the Sub-Contine- nt,
featuring three native artists. Sun-
day signals the end of the Indian
Sub-contine- nt Week with the Indi-
an Dinner --at Westminster Church
tion than is presently feasible.
Student apathy, lack of profes-
sional staffing, and inadequate
funding have made it nearly im-
possible for the small group of
students working for the Index to
continue its publications.
Although there are 1,950 Col-
lege of Wooster students, six are
helping to publish this year's In-
dex. Two or three of these staff
members have taken on the re-
sponsibility of publishing an en-
tire college yearbook. These stu-
dents spend an exorbitant amount
of time and effect trying to produce
a quality publication. In addition
to this, the Index is heavily depen-
dent upon new staff members. '
These students, although hard,
working, do not benefit from the
experience of previous years. V "
Financial problems are another,
major burden for the Index staff.
Each year Campus Council allots
an amount of money to the Index
and expects die student staff to
generate the needed additional funds
through advertisement and sales.
However, the College solicitation
policies limit advertising opportu-
nities available to the Index and
see Index: page 5
House. Tickets are available at
Lowry front desk for $4 for stu-
dents and $6 for non-studen- ts.
Dinner sittings will be at 5:30
P.M. and 6:30 P.M.
The events during mis past week
have included an opening lecture
by religious studies professor El-
isabeth Bernard, who gave a talk
and slide presentation on Tibet.
Other activities included a night
of Indian films, a classic music
night featuring a sitar player and
Dr. Anuradh Dingwaney Needham,
guest speaker from Oberlin, who
gave a lecture entitled "Male Dom-
inance and Women in the Cultural
Resistance of South Asia".
1 Students Bonnie , Weddle and
Back The Night March which
Students march in annual
"Take Back The Wight March
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Editor-in-chi-ef
"Many people think that this
march is stupid, that simply
marching to protest night-tim- e vi-
olence will do nothing to stop vio-
lent attacks," said Bonny Weddle
before die annual Take Back the
Night March at 9 p.m. this past
Tuesday.
Weddle, co-direc- tor of the Wom
Hunger and Homelessness
Week begins tomorrow
TRINA BROWN
Copy Editor
This week the campus was mys-
tified by the appearance of "It's
Everywhere" signs around the cam-
pus. The aim of these signs was
to alert the campus to die prob-
lems of hunger and homelessness.
April 7-- 14 will be Hunger and
Homelessness Week. More than
40 campus organizations will be
involved in the activities of the
week.
A
Ali Steelman carry a banner,
was held this past Monday.
en's Resource Center, went on to
say that "violent attacks are a so-
cial problem, not just a personal
concern. By marching, we assert
that we find any kind of violence
and any kind of prejudice to be un-
acceptable. We assert that we as a
community are concerned about
one another and about the larger ;
community of which we are all a
part."
Mary Local, who also attended
"It all started because last semes-
ter the idea of hunger week came
up. We called a meeting with all
hunger groups. We sent letters to
all campus organizations. The re-
sponse was amazing!" said Jen
Giesecke.
Tomorrow, a national hunger
cleanup from 2 to 5 p.m. will kick
off the week. Over 1,500 campus-
es will be participating in the
cleanup tomorrow. The workers
see Homelessness: page 5
4
leading the annual Take
(Photo by Mike Pepper) '- -
the march, said "I feel that it is
important to gain a sense of com-
munity when dealing with wom-
en's issues." Donnette Fischer,
one of the march's organizers,
claims "violence against women is
a big issue on this campus and a
lot of people don't realize that.
: Especially-no-w that Safewalk is
closed down, that closes down a
see March: page 5
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Letters: Students express concerns
IHh SUWOL. O Kunimi J J
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Students complain
against Sanibel
Island article
'
and letter
Voice makes statement
The Voice regrets any difficulties
the three -- Students who were in-
volved in the Sanibel Island inci-
dent may have encountered due to
the letter to the editor and article
which ran in the March 30 Voice.
While we are legally in no difficul-
ty, and we printed the article as
part ofa letter to the editor, within
the context of the Opinions page,
the Voice can also sympathize
with the difficulties which the
l-
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three students involved must be
undergoing.
Busselle responds
Dear Editor,
I am writing to express my dis-
appointment in the judgment of
The Wooster Voice, in your latest
issue. In one of your letters to the
editor, you elected to print the
names of three Wooster students
that were arrested over spring
break. I think this shows lack of
consideration for these students and
their families. A criminal viola-
tion such as theirs is a personal
and private matter, and it is unne-
cessary and wrong to reveal their
identity. I hope in the future you
will reconsider printing such irrele
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vant, incriminating material.
Max Busselle
McKain responds
Dear Editor,
I am not alone in my disapprov-
al of the letter to the editor that ap-
peared in the March 30 issue of the
Voice. To my dismay, Elizabeth
Lane did not weigh the conse-
quences of her actions. Who was
she trying to impress? The
Wooster community?
Was she making an ethical state-
ment about drugs? I doubt it, be-
cause alcohol, too, falls under this
umbrella. Is it unethical for peo-
ple under the age of 21 to consume
alcohol? I do not think so, and I
Melford Ferguson
Julie Woosley
Kim Douglass, Kristin Flachsbart
Becky Mason. Jennifer Spffljurg
Shawn Perry
Melissa Mus Manesiotis
Keri DiHion, Tom Turriff
Trina Brown, Dana DeWeese
Andrew Nicholson. Shawn Perry. Mike
TVma Sivfanilr San Sutherland. Lanrn
...Dana Jackman. Glenn Kempf, Linda Kins.
over editorial
am curious to know if Ms. Lane
consumed alcohol before she was
of age or if she has ever taken il-
licit drugs. Why are some drugs
illegal, while others are not? Just
something to think about.
Is it okay to consume alcohol
and to take drugs if you know that
you are not going to get caught?
Well, that is sort of a philosophi-
cal question. Have you ever brok-
en the law? I do not know of any-
one over the age of 18 who has
not committed some crime in his
her life. Speeding is illegal, driv-
ing at night with a faulty taillight
is illegal, not coming to a com-
plete stop at a stop sign is illegal,
feeding the monkeys at the zoo is
illegal, and smoking on a non-sto-p
flight is illegal
The article that you submitted
was a cheap shot and this is the
tvnA nf news on which Deoole
--j i -
I thrive--it it sensationalism at its.
worst and really does not belong in
a college newspaper. Your report
was slanderous and, finally, unne-
cessary. I foster the belief that
risk is proportional to experience.
Was the experience of submitting
an article that is in bad taste a
good experience for you, Ms.
Lane?
Sincerely,
Joshua McKain
West responds
Dear Editor,
Although I have not found rea-
son to contribute to the Wooster
Voice in the past, I feel that the
recently printed article, "Florida is
not just a vacation spot," by Eli-
zabeth Lane, is one that deserves
attention.
Beyond the fact that it is an irre-
sponsible article, one that demon-
strates a high level of insensitivity
and a lack of respect for those indi-
viduals directly involved, it is also
one that clearly reflects the inabili-
ty of the Wooster Voice to deal re-
sponsibly and professionally with
decision
sensitive issues. Ultimately, it re-
flects poor decision making on the
behalf of editor-in-chi-ef William
Van Cleave, making the Wooster
Voice a college paper whose liter
ary merits are negligible. One
would find such an article suitable
for print only in the National En
quirer or some ouier cheap journaL
Tm uncertain of what shell Ms.
Lane crawled out from under since
her naivete clearly demonstrates
the ignorance of an individual de
tached from reality. Drugs on col
lege campuses are fact not fiction.
and anyone who believes otherwise
is clearly blind to the worn around
them.
Sincerely,
Phil West
Stricter responds
Dear Editor,
I am writing in regard to a letter
that was printed in the March 30
issue of the Voice. The letter de
scribed an incident in which three
College of Wooster students were
arrested in Florida over spring
break. I was in awe when this let
ter was printed.
How can the Voice sink so low
as to damage even further the lives
of these three people? Not only
were they pulled around like yo-
yos, but so were their families. I
might expect such a gross display
of immature and unethical behav-
ior from a major paper such as the
Sanibel community newspaper,
but never would I expect it from
an extremely liberal school news-
paper where students complain
about the most trivial things.
Lastly, I feel that the Voice, and
especially Elizabeth Lane, owe the
three victims of public humility a
huge apology.
In disgust,
ChadD. Strieter
see Letters: page 3
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Continued from page 2
Truscott responds
Dear Editor,
I am concerned with the decision
of the Wooster Voice to publish
names of students who have been
arrested. I understand that The
Voice has the legal rights of every
other newspaper, but in addition, it
also has a moral right to its readers
and students. The printing of the
three men in Sanibel and their ac-
tions had no connection with the
College. If it did, the administra-
tion would have taken action.
However, they apparently did not,
which means The Voice should
not have had anything to do with
it either. I hope something of this
nature never happens again, as it
reflects badly upon the College and
the students.
Sincerely,
Jillian Truscott
Holland responds
Dear Editor,
In regards to the March 30 arti-
cle, "Florida is --not just a vacation
spot," questions are in need of an-
swers. First, when J-Bo- ard reports
are published at the end of each se-
mester, names are withheld; why
were names used in this particular
case? The Buckley amendment not-
withstanding, better judgment
could have been used when reprint-
ing the Sanibel report. What did
the Voice possibly have to gain
by using the names of the students
involved? If no gain was perceived
by the editor, was this a personal
attack on these students?
The loss of a prospective Woost-
er student is a serious consequence
of these actions, but one that I am
sure the campus will overcome. I
hope the sadly naive student in
Sanibel finds the altruistic Utopia
University she seeks.
Sincerely.
Andrew P. Holland
Pitts responds
Dear Editor,
I was truly shocked when I saw
the letter about the three students
printed in the March 30 issue of
the Voice. I do not believe it is
the responsibility of the Voice to
single these people out like this.
Are you going to start printing up
lists of all students who get arrest-
ed? To further embarass them and
their families over this incident is
unnecessary.
I hope th&boththe Voice and
Ms. Lane use better judgement in
the future.
Sincerely,
Randall Pitts
Kra rimer responds
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to an
article in the March 30 Voice. A
personal attack was launched on
three Wooster students who found
their way into trouble with the law
over spring break. I found it ab-
normal for the administration to
find any interest in problems stu-
dents find themselves in while on
break from school Secondly, I
find it even more offensive for a
Wooster student to announce those
students' misfortunes on an off
campus activity to the campus
community, as if it were personal.
As for the issue of drugs on the
College of Wooster campus, or for
that matter on any college campus:
Ms. Lane, "are you naive?" The
President of the United States has
waged war on DRUGS, they are
everywhere. I do not know how
Ms. Lane has been so blind to the
fact that drugs are a part of our
community here at Wooster. They
are not limited to the streets of
New York, Los Angeles, and
Cleveland. This does not excuse
the fact that these Wooster stu-
dents were caught with drugs, but
accordingly it does not allow for a
personal attack to be made on
them.
Sincerely,
ChadKrahmer
Merkel responds
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
letter which appeared in the last is--'
sue of the Voice concerning three
Wooster students arrested in Flori-
da over Spring Break. The author
of this letter is obviously biased
and she has the right to speak her
opinion; however she did not take
the time to think about the impli-
cations of placing the names of
those students in the Voice. The
nrintine of their names was un
doubtedly wrong, on the part of
both the author and the Voice.
I also find a serious flaw with
her and her friend's argument. I do
not believe that you can fairly
state that those college students
making their yearly trek to Florida
for Spring Break are responsible
for "polluting" the atmosphere of
the community. One must be
quite naive to believe that the col-
lege students alone are "polluting"
the community with drugs. Take
a closer look at your home town.
The author's friend, who changed
her mind with regards to attending
Wooster, must also be pretty
naive. To eliminate Wooster from
her selection of colleges on the ba-
sis ofpresence ofdrugs on campus
is quite illogical. I wish her luck
in her attempts to find a complete-
ly drug free college or, in other
words, I hope she enjoys her many
years in the convent
Sincerely,
Edwin V. Merkel
Gallagher and
Choi respond
Dear Editor,
Our already questionable opinion
of The Voice was further made
worse by last week's printing of
Elizabeth Lane's Vetter to the editor
and the reprint of The Islander arti-
cle. Despite your right to edit or
hold all submissions, you printed
a seemingly vicious letter that has
little, if anything, to do with the
college community and made un-
gracious attacks on the three stu-
dents involved. Seeing this in the
school paper infuriated us for sev-
eral reasons.
First of all, as a reminder to you
and Elizabeth Lane, students are
not bound by chain to this college.
When we go on vacation we usu-
ally don't invite the College of
Wooster to join us. Some stu-
dents do have a private life that can
take place off of this campus and
we personally don't feel that our
actions, or anyone else's actions,
need to become a public concern.
Secondly, since your lack of rea-
soning allowed you to go so far as
to actually reprint the Islander arti-
cle, yon could have showed some
tact by deleting the names. What
you have done has left your readers'
to speculate and pass judgment on
an event we know little about and
to question the quality and charac-
ter of the students involved. Be-
tween Elizabeth Lane's letter and
the reprint of the article, you have
condemned these students when,
according to the Islander article,
they haven't even been tried yet.
The entire point of the letter has
been lost. Rather than reacting to
Elizabeth Lane's concern by behav-
ing like sood college students
when visiting away from school,
like pondering what you were do--
ing over spring break and the
wholesomeness of your behavior.
But, alas, we didn't ask you, and
even more likely, we dart want to
read about it in the school paper. .
Sincerely,
Cathy Gallagher
Sonia Choi
Phillips responds
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter to ques-
tion what type of ethics you used
to make the decision to print in
the last issue of The Wooster
Voice, a letter accompanied by a
copy of an article from the Sanibel
News which described an arrest of
three College of Wooster students
during Spring Break. I feel your
decision to print these two pieces
using the individuals' names lacked
professionalism and showed no
sense of discretion for a small lib-
eral arts college. This decision
was biased because it presented
material in a manner which left the
three accused students looking
guilty before they had due process
of law. In our society one is inno-
cent until proven guilty. How
will the Voice and Ms. Lane feel
if the three men are acquitted?
More than likely not as emba-rass- ed
as the individuals and their
families did when they read this ar-
ticle. This type of yellow, muck-
raking journalism belongs in a
smutty, profit-seekin- g tabloid, not
in a small, midwestern college
newspaper that has nothing to
gain.
As for the poor young prospec-
tive who has decided to attend an-
other school because of the bad
publicity, good for her. I hope the
school she has picked turns out to
be the shining ivory tower of
American drug-fre- e acadamia that
she is looking for. As for myself
and most other Wooster students,
it was the diversity of the student
body and faculty that appealed to
us, and the loss of a pristine naive
young southern belle that is so
quick to condemn and stereotype a
well respected institution because
of accusations made against three
students, well, to me that is no
real loss.
I hope you and your staff publi-
cly apologize to the three men and
their families for your unprofes-
sional handling of a most delicate
situation. I also hope that steps
are taken so something of this na-
ture never occurs again.
. . .. V'T".W
Sincerely,
Brian J. Phillips
H us twit responds
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
March 30 letter to the editor titled
"Florida is not jnst a vacation
spot." I found this letter appall-
ing. As a local resident of Woost-
er whose family lives adjacent to
College property, I sympathize
with Miss Lane's being upset
when her town was the victim of
transient residents' illegal behavior
(afteralL my town is victimized
eight months out of the year, not
just during spring break).
Despite my understanding, her
accompanying submission of an
article, "Three students charged
with possession," from her local
Sanibel, Florida paper (not even an
AP or UPI press release) to the
Voice appears completely inappro-
priate.
If letters such as Lane's in com-
bination with attachments are con-
sidered acceptable print material,
perhaps the Voice should begin
printing the Daily Records jail and
police logs! They, too, detail of-
fenses committed by College of
Wooster students and could possi-
bly serve as a valuable; finger-pointi- ng
resource.
My point in responding to
Lane's letter is to alert the Voice,
as well as Lane, that this type of
unethical journalism will not go
unnoticed or without opposition.
Not only do I question her and the
Voice's tactics, I question their
purpose as well. If you are going
to tattle on or draw examples from
the student body, I suggest that
you do it without including
names, local residences, or articles
from the Sanibel Islanderl
Sincerely,
Holly Hustwit
, Dykstra responds
Dear Editor,
I am somewhat disturbed by the
discretion you use in your letters
to the editor. Last week you print-
ed a letter that was a report about
three College of Wooster students
and their troubles in Sanibel Island
over spring break.
I found it totally unnecessary and
of no redeeming value for you to
print their names. This is a per-
sonal matter for them and their
families to deal with. The incident
see Letters: page 4
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Letters: Students question paper's motives
Continued from page 3
occurred when they were off cam-
pus and on leave from the school,
and it was absolutely unnecessary
to even print an article of this na-
ture.
Andy Dykstra
Moore responds
Dear Editor,
I am writing to express my se-
vere displeasure after reading last
Friday's article in the Voice that
disclosed the actions of a few Col-
lege of Wooster students who were
in Florida over spring break. A
college newspaper has no right to,
without permission, reveal the off-camp- us
activities of the students it
represents. I was extremely an-
noyed to see the complete disregard
for privacy and responsible jour-
nalism your paper displayed by
printing the names of the three
students involved in the illegal ,
events disclosed in the article.
It was fine journalism to report '
the possible effects these students'
inconsiderate actions had on the
residents of the state they were vi-
siting. Yet, the purpose of a col-
lege journal is to inform its readers
(almost exclusively the campus
community) of the events sur-
rounding and affecting the on-camp- us
academic environment In
attempting to bring the story
home t its readers, your paper
overs:. pped its jurisdiction by
printing the names of the students
involved. Those implicated in the
event were indeed College of
Wooster students, yet such explicit
reporting must be restricted to
campus events.
Each year, there are plenty of on-cam- pus
judicial incidents of much
more relevance which go unreport-
ed to the campus community.
Your paper should make greater ef-
forts to recount these events in the
detail they merit in an attempt to
better the College environment
Jason Moore
Simon-Thom- as
responds
Dear Editor,
This letter concerns the publish-
ing of the names of the three men
arrested in Sanibel. While it may
be within the legal rights of the
Wooster Voice to publish an arti-
cle relating private activities of
College students, I believe that it
is completely unethical and unpro-
fessional.
The misguided enthusiasm of the
Voice staff has led many individu-
als at the College, in the commu-
nity, and in families of students to
believe that the Wooster Voice
does not have the decency or mo-
rality to leave students' private af-
fairs in the hands of students and
their families. I can only ask one
question: "What did the Voice
hope to accomplish in publishing
this article, support or destruc-
tion?"
In an institution such as Woost-
er, I have thought the prevailing
feeling to be one of support and
doing what is ethical. Words can-
not express my disappointment
with the Wooster Voice, the staff
of the Voice and William Van
Cleave's lack of discrepancy in
publishing this article. I can only
apologize to all the people who
have been hurt by the rash and im-
mature decision.
Sincerely,
Ben Simon-Thom- as
Dunn responds
Dear Editor,
This is a response to Liz Lane's
malicious letter about the three
Wooster men arrested in Sanibel.
I spent my break in Sanibel and
personally witnessed, but did not
partake in, the ingestion of some
of the same drugs that those three
men were arrested for possessing.
On those same days and for the
majority of the vacation, I and the
rest of my group were compli-
mented by many senior citizens on
the courtesy and respect we had
shown them.
Lane spoke of the trouble
Wooster students cause; well, this
hardly seems so. The only trouble
my group of nine from here at
Wooster experienced was one night
in a bar, when a native Sanibel
person tried to pick an unprovoked
fight with us. We did not lower
ourselves to the local level and
avoided the confrontation. He
spoke of his dislike for tourists in
rather crude terms. With my ex-
perience in dealing with Sanibel
people, it seems that the major
problem is that they have a rather
crooked stick up their ass about
tourists visiting the island. The
islanders seemed to cause more
problems than the guests of the is-
land in an attempt to discourage
tourism.
As for the intent of Lizzy's let-
ter, it was clearly malicious.
There was no other purpose other
than to drag the names and reputa-
tions of the three men noted
through the mud, as well as to hu-
miliate their families. Whereas
this is grounds for a slander suit.
Miss Lane, if your article had
mentioned my name you would al-
ready have been served a subpoena.
I personally demand that Lizzy
write an apology. As for her
friend, if she would not come to
Wooster over the possibility of
three Wooster students doing
drugs, then she is in for a rather '
rude awakening at any school she
attends.
Russell Dunn
Walker responds
Dear Editor,
I feel that I owe both you and
Miss Lane a hearty thank you for
proving to me that slanderous
journalism is not restricted to Lon-
don tabloids or weekly newspapers
found at the grocery check-o- ut Of
course, I am referring to the edito-
rial which appeared in the March
30 issue. The personal attack on
the three Wooster students arrested
on Sanibel Island is undoubtedly
the most inconsiderate and vindic-
tive articleletter to the editor I
have ever read.
I will try to resist, in my
letter to the editor, giving Miss
Lane a taste of her own medicine,
or personally attacking the editor
for allowing this degrading article
to appear in the Voice. Actually I
doubt if Miss Lane takes any med-
icine at all, because medicine can
be considered drugs, right?
There are a number of things
which are most disturbing to me,
concerning Miss Lane's article.
First, I doubt if Miss Lane took
the time to consider the repercus-
sions which the three young men
would feel. Their professors, par-
ents, and administration would all
find out, undoubtedly ruining their
reputation.
Second, Miss Lane was motivat-
ed because her friend from home is
no longer coming to the College
because she found out that three
students had a couple drugs and a
little alcohol with them over
break. I am by no means saying
that the Wooster students arrested ,
should be let off the hook, but if
Miss Lane's friend expected that
Wooster was going to be an ivory
tower, then take off the rose-color- ed
glasses, honey.
Finally, the most disturbing as-
pect of this letter is the simple fact
that it was allowed to be printed.
Isn't that the editor's job? Isn't the
editor supposed to stop such dam-
aging articles from being Hinted
in the first place?
In conclusion, all I have left to
say is that if Tinkerbell isn't com-
ing to Wooster next year, then
Miss Lane, I'll pay for you to go
to school with her. And to the ed-
itor, you've done a remarkable job
in the past, but please be careful of
what is printed in the future.
Thank you,
C. Chase Walker
Budden discusses
importance of Take
Back The Night
Dear Editor,
My fourth exposure to the Take
Back The Night" march occurred
last Monday. Perhaps the noise of
JOB OPENING
Vacancy on McGaw
Student Crew
Need for ambitious, self
starter to join the McGaw
student crew 6-1-0 hours
(varied) per week open to
first-ye- ar students 2.5
GPA necessary.
Technical ability and
previous experience in
sound and lighting helpful
Contact Carol Kane,
Facilities Office
for application.
the marchers temporarily interfered
with the final four game, but it is
my great hope that the message of
the march temporarily interrupted
everyone.
Speaking for myself, I hate hav-
ing to question whether or not I
can venture out of my room at .
night to go visit friends, go to
Mom's or walk to the Ubrary.
Earlier this year, I witnessed a
form of sexual assault(exposure) on my way home
from Lowry. This shouldn't have
to happen! I should be free to
come and go without having to
have a small can of mace in my
possession as a precaution (which
I have almost used in some in-
stances).
The point is this: I want to feel
free.
I urge a moment of thought as
.
to why the night is so threatening
to many individuals and what this
means to our society.
Sincerely,
Julie Budden
SPIRIT HAPPENS
at
ZION LUTHERAN
CHURCH
301 North Market
Sunday Worship
10:30
Rides Available
262-560- 6
HEY!
Want to have some fun after arena registration?
Come To
Springfest!
Hear and See
The DeMarcos Brothers (Blues)
Wavy Gravy and the Texas Tea (Classic Rock)
The Hot Foot Quartet (Bluegrass)
Saturday, April 7, 2p.m.--?
Becks Family Campground
8375 Friendsville Road
Transportation provided
.
(so please don't drink and drive)
See your friendly neighborhood
Crandall or Oat for tickets.
$8.00 until Friday - $10.00 day of event
Bring a tent and spend the night!
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Index: "Student apathy limits yearbook sales rr
Continued from page 1
student apathy limits potential
yearbook sales. The Index has
been losing money for years.
Kathleen Quinn, current editor of
the Index, wanted to meet students'
demands and add underclassmen to
the yearbook. Photo-scheduli- ng
conflicts, lack of funds, and techni-
cal problems prevented her from
,
doing so. "If I had been able to
add underclassman, I would have
wound up doing all of the work
myself," stated Quinn.
"The College has been asking its
Homelessness: Students organize against hunger
Continued from page 1
will collect pledges and go to spe-
cific work sites. Last year 10,000
students and 200 campuses raised
$140,000. Half of the money will
be donated to People to People.
According to Audrey Featherman,
from Easter to November people
"forget about the homeless." The
other half of the money will go to
educational programs, and pro-
grams in Swaziland, Mexico, and
the Phillippines.
"It's a fantastic project I hope
well be able to help someone,"
said Featherman.
On Sunday green balloons will
be handed out to students exiting
Lowry. The sponsors urge stu-
dents not to release the balloons,
since it is ecologically unsound.
Children's drawings of homeless-
ness will be displayed in Lowry
School initiates arena
KIM DOUGLASS
Assistant News Editor
Tomorrow, arena registration
will take place for all students reg-
istering for courses for the 1990
fall semester. The registration
will take place in the Armington
Physical Education Center (PEC)
beginning at 8 a.m., with 50 stu-
dents entering every ten minutes.
The time allotted for each student
is indicated on the course choice
card, which all students receive
from their advisers. The complet-
ed cards are required upon entry to
the arena.
The arena format is new to the ,
College, replacing the scanner
sheet format whereby students ob-
tained courses of their choice ac
students to accomplish something
they cannot accomplish," stated
Nancy Grace, Chair of the Publica-
tions Committee. Although Cam-
pus Council has always covered
the Index deficits, Grace feels that
dedicated student staff members end
up feeling as though their work
was done inadequately.
Traditional yearbooks are floun-
dering because they demand enor-
mous time commitments to pro-
duce and --almost equally enormous
amounts of money to purchase,"
said Sister Margaret Harig, a for
starting Monday. These are draw-
ings made by children in the
Wayne-Holm- es Attention Center,
children who are finding homes, or
are between homes.
All week students will be fasting
during lunch at a special table next
to the salad bar. The students skip
a meal to raise awareness of hun-
ger and "to give people an idea of
what it's like to be hungry and
have people just walking by," ac-
cording to Giesecke.
There win be a sign-u- p sheet in
Lowry on Sunday, but anyone
who wishes to participate may do
so any day of the Week.
There will also be a letter-writin- g
campaign during lunch all
week, the aim of which is to get
officials to put more money into
j hunger and homelessness. Guide-
lines for the letters will be availa-
ble at the table.
cording to their number in a com-
puterized lottery. Says Registrar
Glenn Davis, "I have mixed emo-
tions about it arena. There are
some clear-cu- t advantages to the
arena, and there were some per-
ceived disadvantages to the previ-
ous scanner format. Arena requires
more work on the part of this of-
fice, but we've accepted it based on
our commitment to students."
It has been five years since all
classes registered arena style at the
College, so few students now on
campus have experience with the
format The switch to scanner
form style registration five years
ago was implemented to eliminate
the headaches for students, faculty,
and the registrar office staff alike
that come with standing in lines or
mer yearbook consultant at Notre
Dame College. She explained that
many small colleges are experienc-
ing the same sorts of troubles with
their yearbooks.
Although students do not show
much interest in the Index before
their senior year, the College year-
book is a valuable historical record
and public relations mechanism.
For this reason, the members of
the Publications Committee would
like the Index to benefit in the
same ways that other faculty-staffe- d
publications do. Wooster
At 6 pjn. a movie and a panel
discussion will be presented by
Students For Peace Through Ac-
tion on Monday, also.
On Tuesday the "Hoops for Hun-
ger" basketball game will be rais-
ing money and collecting canned
food and toiletries. Admission is
$1. At 6:45 p.m. the Nick Am-st- er
Workshop will have a pre-ga-me
game, and at 7:30 p.m. there
will be a faculty versus students
game.
A hunger banquet to raise aware-
ness of hunger will be held on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. Tickets will
be available Monday at dinner for
$3, or can be obtained at the front
desk. There are only 50 tickets
available, and the meal will be ca-
tered. According to the organizers,
the meal will have a "special
twist."
registration
sitting at tables on a Saturday
morning in order to arrange class-
es.
However, it was found that this
format actually created a greater
flow of paperwork through the reg-
istrar's office in the form of in-
creased numbers of adddrop forms.
Students tended to fill their scan-
ner forms with courses they really
did not want to take, especially
when they were required to choose
alternate courses.
The arena style should eliminate
this problem. The main advantage
to the arena format is that students
will be able to make adjustments
to their schedule right away if
courses they prefer are closed out
Says Davis, "We thought arena
would provide us with the number
Reports and admission's view- -
books, for example, have a profes-
sional staff to insure quality con-
trol and an adequate budget to in-
sure stable funding.
Although the Publications Com-
mittee proposes a faculty-supervis- ed
yearbook, it strongly
advocates the involvement of stu-
dents in the publication of the
book. Harig and several other fa-
culty members commented on stu-
dents' growing interest in the new
student literary magazine, the Gol-iar-d.
"The only viable yearbooks
On Thursday from 11 am. to 5
p.m. the Red Cross will be hold-
ing a blood drive and a canned food
drive. The slogan for the drive is
"Give another nutrient give
canned food."
Later mat day Joseph Sorrentino
is giving a slide presentation fea-
turing his black and white photo-
graphs of the homeless. He spent
two months in 1987 touring Penn-
sylvania taking pictures of home-
less people. He has worked on the
Philadelphia Committee for the
Homeless, and has written several
books and plays, including A
Pennsylvania Journey: Witness-
ing One State's Homelessness and
Poverty. Students will have an
opportunity to meet and talk to
Sorrentino from 2:30 to 4:30 pjn.
at the Pine Street Cafe and at 7:30
p.m. at the reception following his
for all students
one objective: to address students'
concerns who haven't been able to
meet their course requirements.
They'll be able to make choices
March: Students march against
night time violence
Continued from page 1
lot of avenues that women might
have taken."
Weddle ended her speech with "in
marching, we unite to show osr
concern and support for one anoth-
er, and as we unite we take back
the night" Then she, along with
of the future will be those that
more closely resemble quality
magazines," stated Harig.
"I am mystified," stated Presi-
dent Copeland. The Index has al-
ways been produced entirely by
students. In that way, students
have been able to insulate it from
administrative pressure... Do stu-
dents want their yearbook to be
censored?"
Copeland is leaving the matter
to the Publications Committee,
Campus Council, and student body
for further consideration.
presentation.
Saturday the 14th will be the
Habitat for Humanity Workday.
The five houses donated by the
College to the community due to
the building of Luce Dorm will be
worked on by college students and
residents of the City of Wooster.
Students are encouraged to come
down to the work site to help out
and to celebrate the week's accom-
plishments at a barbeque at 4 pjn.
The Gospel Choir will perform
at 8 pjn. in McGaw Chapel on
Saturday night. Either a monetary
donation or a donation of canned
food or toiletries is requested. The,
toiletries are especially needed.
They will cither be given to a lo-
cal food bank or soup kitchen.
Throughout the week buttons
with the Hunger and Homelessness
logo will be passed out
based on what's available. There's
no reason why every student
shouldn't leave with four courses."
over forty students, marched along
a pre-plann- ed route throughout
campus, shouting chants, and in-
forming the campus of their con-
cerns.
, The inarch ended outside of the
women's resource center with a
small reception.
Lithuanian leaders meet with
Kremlin: The tension between
Moscow and Lithuania was eased a
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Assistant News Editor
Today is the opening day of
Little Sibs Weekend, which con-
tinues all day Saturday and ends
Sunday morning. The event,
sponsored by the Student Alumni
Association, the Student Activities
Board, and the Office of Admis-
sions, features many activities for
college students to do with their
younger brothers and sisters.
Registration begins today from
4-- 7 p.m., where participants can
sign in, pick up schedules and in-
formation, and receive their T-shi-rt.
Registration will continue
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Do Ulhj College schedules variety of events for Littlenews Sibs Weekend
YALMANONARAN
Series Writer
'
little on Tuesday when Lithuanian
leaders met with Gorbachev's closest aide to discuss secession. Al-
though no formal resolutions were accepted, the Lithuanian leaders an-
nounced after the meeting that they might be willing to postpone their
secession decision for six months and hold a referendum on the issue.
Abortion law in Idaho vetoed by governor: Governor of Ida-
ho Cecil Andrus vetoed a bill that would make abortions restricted to
cases oi rape and incest only, saying he was troubled by provisions
that could prevent even a victim of rape or incest from obtaining an
abortion. Last week Molly Yard, president of National Organization
for Women, had called on pro-choi- ce supporters to boycott Idaho's
No.l crop, potatoes, had the bill passed. Andrus rejected the claim
that he was influenced by this threat.
Riots against new tax in Britain: Demonstrations against a
new head tax for local services in England and Wales turned violent
this past week. Analysts contend that the violence was largely due to
a growing number of young Britons who feel angry and alienated by
the Thatcher government.
Senate passes clean air measure; House votes to improve
day care: The U.S. Senate approved the first change to the Clean
Air Act since 1977, which will require auto makers, chemical manu-
facturers and coal-fire-d power plants to make substantial investments
in equipment to lower pollution. The House passed a bill last week
that would expand day care programs nationwide and provide more
money for the ones that already exist
European Community makes agreements with Eastern
Bloc: The European Community agreed to absorb an East Germany
that unites with West Germany without considering it as a new mem-
ber and make new association agreements with other Eastern Bloc na-
tions.
Heart Association cancels program to rate foods: Under
criticism from the food industry and the government, the American
Heart Association cancelled its program to award a seal of approval to
food that meet certain health guidelines. The burden is left to the fed-
eral government once more.
Free-trad- e talks in Mexico spur debates: After 80 years of
economic nationalism, President Salinas of Mexico has agreed to con-
sider negotiations with the United States to open borders for free-trad- e.
The move represents a political gamble and has prompted a spirited
public debate in Mexico.
Report points at bias in alien laws: A study by Congress's
General Accounting Office found that people with a foreign appearance
or accent experience job discrimination nationwide because of the 1986
immigration law that punishes employers who hire illegal aliens.
Colombian drug chiefs threaten government: Asserting that
the Colombian government is not observing the secret peace pact they
signed in January, Colombia's cocaine traffickers threatened to renew
their war against the government. Since January the bombings by the
traffickers have stopped. The drug chiefs say that the government coo-tinu- ed
raids on them and thus broke the accord. 1
Compiled from The New York Times, March 29-Ap- ril 4, 190.
Classifieds
Best Fundraisers On Campus! Is your fraternity,
sorority, or club interested in earning $1,000.00
for a one-wee- k, on-camp- us marketing project?
You must be well-organiz- ed and hard working.
Call Val or Myra at (800) 592-212- 1.
For Sale-Spinet-Cons- ole Piano Bargain
Wanted: Responsible, party to take over low
monthly payments on spinet-conso- le piano. See
locally. Call 800-327-334- 5.
Christian Scientist West presents biblical
understandings from a unique perspective
"Trusting is much more than
blind faith trusting includes un-
derstanding." says guest lecturer
Chris tiane West It's a quality of
thought, she believes, that enables
people to rely quite naturally on
God for "effective care of ihe
body."
Devoted to the healing ministry
of Christian Science, West is vi-
siting Wooster at the invitation of
the local Church of Christ, Scien-
tist to lecture on "Trusting God Is
Effective Care for the Body." She
will speak at 1736 Cleveland Rd.
this Monday, April 9, at 8
p.m. The lecturer says she will be
talking "from experiences I've had
and from what I've learned through
the study of the Bible and the
Paleontologist Kauffman lectures
million years of extinction "
NEWS SERVICES
Erie G. Kauffman, professor of
geology at the University of Colo-
rado, will present "Of Dinosaurs
and Men: 250 Million Years of
Mass Extinction" as the ninth an-
nual Richard G. Osgood, Jr. Me-
morial Lecture at the College of
Wooster. His talk will begin at
7:30 p.m. on April 11 in the Mat-e- er
Hall auditorium.
A paleontologist, Kauffman is
respected in the scientific commu-
nity for his work on such subjects
as evolutionary theory, systematic
palentology, plate tectonic theory,
on Saturday from 9 a.m.-1- 2 p.m.
Various events have been sched-
uled throughout the weekend. On
Friday at 8:30 pjn., there is a par-
ty in Andrews Hall basement, fea-
turing a movie, a DJ, ice cream
sundaes, and other snacks. During
Saturday registration, cartoons will
be shown in the Pit. A seminar
entitled "Everything you've always
wanted to know about college ap-
plications but were afraid to ask"
will be held in Galpin Hall from
10-10:- 30 am.
The main event on Saturday af-
ternoon is Carnival "90, which
win be held in the P.E.C. from 1- -4
p.m. Later that evening, indi
Christ iane West
global sea level theory, and species
extinction theory. He has done ge-
ologic research in North and Cen-
tral America, Western and Central
Europe, North Africa, and the Mid-
dle East
After earning his bachelor's and
master's degrees and doctorate from
the University of Michigan, Kauff-
man was a curator in the Depart-
ment of Paleobiology 'at the
Smithsonian Institution. He has
taught at a number of higher edu-
cation institutions including
George Washington University,
Oxford University in England, and
the University of Tubingen in Ger
vidual residence halls will have
special activities planned. Infor-
mation about these events will be
distributed during registation.
In addition to the activities
planned especially for this week-
end, there are other programs and
events which are open to both
Little Sibs participants and the
campus community. Such events
include the SAB film. The Jerk,
the Wooster Jazz Ensemble's Fri-
day night concert, half-pric- e bowl-
ing, and the Black Arts Festival
production of A Raisin in the Sun,
for which Little Sibs can receive
complimentary tickets, providing
there are some remaining.
study of Christian Science."
While noting that "caring for the
body is indispensable," West
points out that in recent years con-
cern with the body has become al-
most obsessive which results, she
believes, in a great deal of fear of
disease, of incurability, and of ag-
ing. Using specific examples of
healings, she points out that get--
fting a clearer view of what human-tk- y
is, was what enabled Jesus to
seal in his times.
, Before turning to full time work
in the public ministry of Christian
Science healing, West, a Washing-
ton, D.C resident, held a position
with the State Department and also
worked for a time as a translator in
French, Spanish, and Russian.
on "250
many. He is a regular lecturer for
the Smithsonian Society of Asso-
ciates and the American Geological
Institute.
The Richard G. Osgood, Jr. Lec-
tureship in Geology was endowed
in 1981 by his three sons in mem-
ory of their father, an internationally-k-
nown palentologist who
taught at Wooster from 1967 until
1981. Funds from the endowment
are used to bring a distinguished
geologist interested in palentology
and stratigraphy to campus each
year to lecture and meet with
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Review:
Thought-provokin- g exhibits fill Wooster's art galleries
SHIREENBEHZADI
Assistant Editor
Black and white, colored oils,
and nature are some of the motifs
expressed in the College of Woost-
er art galleries this week. Three
senior female artists, Adriana Mar-chion-e.
Page Schoenke, and Kate
Dwyer have taken over the Frick
and MacKenzie galleries to display
their thought-provokin- g I.S. art
projects.
Adriana Marchione's exhibit en-
titled "Saving Face" is "...a com-
pilation of staged photographs"
done in black and white. Her ex-
hibit, which fills the entire space
of the MacKenzie gallery in Sever-enc- e
Art building, is probably one
of the largest art exhibits that I
have seen displayed this semester.
Her photographs consist mostly of
her classmates and friends whose
faces are hidden behind various
masks. In the brief written expla-
nation of her exhibit, Machione
said "a mask is much more than
an imitation of a face. It does not
simply create an alternate human
face, but establishes its own iden-
tity."
Her photography is a camera art
called "tableaux." This type of art
questions the modernist approach
to art and photography which has
been formally termed documentary.
Tableaux can also be seen as
"...the continued search for photo
truth." Another distinction of this
type of art genre is that all the ac-
tors are ametuers and have some
personal link with the artist which
Symphonic band wraps up
season on Sunday
KATIE JONES
Staff Writer
This Sunday marks the final per-
formance of the Wooster Scot
Symphonic Band's 1990 season.
After a successful band tour, the
band promises to provide an excel-
lent show with conductor Robert
Jager and vocal soloist Laurel
Seeds performing as special
guests.
Opening with the lively "Festive
Overture,'' senior trumpet player
Tim McCoul will be featured in
the piece "Concerto for Trumpet"
The peaceful "Yorkshire Ballad-follo-
ws
with Robert Jager's
"Testament" piece wrapping up the
first half of the concert with a
is evident in Machione's work.
Machione also stated that
"tableaux photography exposes the
image as a subjective representa-
tion, and requires the viewer to ex-
plore her or his own imagination."
If this was the goal of her exhibit,
she surely achieved iL Each of the
photos captured a glimpse into
life's action. The combination of
blurred and posed photos created an
intensity that is not always possi-
ble to experience through some art
work. Each picture compelled the
mind's eye of the viewer to finish
the interrupted motion.
The second part of Machione's
exhibit was interesting because the
viewers had an opportunity to see
and touch the masks and props
which were used by the actors. In
total, Machione's exhibit was a
fine achievement of a creative
mind and a keen photographic eye.
A semi-joi-nt exhibit was pre-
sented in Prick's lower gallery by
Page Schoenke and Kate Dwyer.
Schoenke's exhibit of oil paintings
was truly impressive in talent,
quality, and quantity. I use the
term quantity because Schoenke's
exhibit entitled "Act of Express-
ing" included approximately 30
oils which were painted during this
semester., Only two of the paint-
ings in the exhibit were completed
last semester.
When asked why all the work
was done in one semester,
Schoenke replied "I had problems
focusing last semester and I didn't
know exactly what I wanted to do
until this semester." An interest--
bang.
Robert Jager win take control of
the second half of the program,
which features a variety of pieces
'which he wrote. The professor of
music anid director of theory and
composition at Tennessee Techno-
logical University in Cookevillle,
Tennessee, Jager is also a commis-
sioned and performed composer
with over 70 published works for
bands, choruses, orchestras, and
chamber ensembles. "A Child's
Garden of Verses," "Third Suite,"
and "Esprit de Corps," will be the
pieces he conducts for the Scot
Band in the second half of the con-
cert.
"A Child's Garden of Verses"
will feature soprano soloist Laurel
Adriana Marchione jumps for joy at having finished
IS. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
ing afterthought to this is that all
of the paintings in the exhibit
have old paintings from last se-
mester underneath. So, she literal-
ly built her new ideas based on her
old ones. Schoenke stated that the
reason she had trouble last semes-
ter was because she "didn't want
just a figure study. I painted peo-
ple who left an impression on my
mind."
Most of her oils were completed
in one sitting. She would have
her subjects sit for about 15 or 20
minutes. She said this helped be-
cause it made her work faster and
that her subjects began to fidget af-
ter IS minutes anyway. Her five
self portraits were all done sitting
in front of a mirror and painting at
the same time.
Schoenke described her work as
Seeds. A soloist with the Canton
Symphony Orchestra and a mem-
ber of the Cleveland Orchestra's
Blossom Festival Chorus in the
summer. Laurel teaches voice in
the Stark and Wayne County area.
The Scot Symphonic Band and the
Wooster Chorus would not be able
to tour without her, for she is also
the tour coordinator for both
groups.
The concert would not be com-
plete without the distinct sound of
bagpipes. Before intermission,
music from Scotland will be pro-
vided by pipers and drummers,
with a few dances performed by the
dancers as welL
more of an expresskmistic style.
She has been quite pleased with
her exhibit thus far and feels that
she has grown immensely from
this experience. "I am now more
'confident as an artist. I feel more
comfortable in this medium. I
really think this is a stepping
stone to work with more abstract
and conceptual ideas."
After graduation Schoenke hopes
to either start a business in the
D.C area or to move to Hawaii
She explained that there is a cultu-
ral art movement going on in Ha-
waii right now and that she would
love to be a part of it.
"Ultimately," Schoenke said, "my
dream is to support myself with
my art." From what she displayed
in her current exhibit, I do not
1 FAR
FEATURING t-U- GH QUALITY AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTS FROM
YAMAHA
HOME SPEAKERS
POLK AUDIO
BOSE
think she will have much to worry
about.
Kate Dwyer's exhibit "Earth,
Smoke, and Ash" eased its way
from her side of the gallery into
Schoenke's side as well. Her art
entailed the use of wood, sticks,
sand, earth, and other natural ob-
jects. The designs made were de-
tailed and intriguing. Her art is,
-- the most different that I have seen
- thus far. Most of her exhibit was
on the floor, while one piece start-
ed from the corner of the room and
! stretched out into the middle of the
'room.
i As I was unable to reach Dwyer
for an interview, I did not have the
'opportunity to discuss her exhibit
with her. I would have liked to
see a short explanation accompa-
nying her art work. In this way I
think it could have been appreciat-
ed more fully. It was evident
through her display that much
time, thought, creativity, and emo-
tion was put into her work, but
without an explanation or descrip-
tion, it was hard to grasp the full
meaning behind her project.
Being so unique in her artistic
genre. I believe that the average
; Wooster student or resident would
f feel slightly lost with mis exhibit
But, even so, this does not fully
detract from her artistic talent
Beginning this weekend, three
new art exhibits will be displayed
. in these galleries. The featured art-
ists will include Melissa Manesio-ti- s,
Tim Hillhouse, and Jamie
.Stoane.
CAST AUDIO
AUDIO VIDEO TV AUTO SOUND
222 W. Utterly SI-- . WoosUr. Ohio 44691
SONY JVC
AUTO SOUND
PIONEER JVC
POLK AUDIO
On premise insUBation available
We repair most brands of stereo equipment
Check out our compact disk selection
Complete line of audio and video acceseries
including Maxell, TDK and DENON tapes
OPEN MONDAY, TUESDAY and RVDAY NIGrfTS
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Wooster's music department presents jazzIn and Around Wooster... tributesArts and Music in the Area
Information compiled by Shawn Perry. ArtsMusic Editor
WOOSTER BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL: The theater depart
ment will present the award-winnin- g play A Raisin in the Sun on
April 5, 6, and 7 at 8:15 p.m. in Freedlander Theatre. Tne piay,
which centers on a black family living in a Chicago slum, is direct-
ed bv Annetta Jefferson and deals with the questions of ethics, race.
religion, and the human spirit Tickets are available at Freedlander
Box Office from 12--2 p.m.and4-- 6 p.m., Monday througn hnaay,
and 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday.
ART EXHIBIT: The College of Wooster Art Museum will be
presenting the exhibit Ohio Landscape I: Mark Hackworth. Lola Is-ro- ff
and Deborah Morrissey-McGo- ff in the upper Gallery from
March 25-M- ay 7.
CANTON BALLET TO HOST DAYTON CONTEMPO-
RARY DANCE COMPANY: As a part of its 25th anniversary
celebration, the Canton Ballet will present the Dayton ContempoT
rary Dance Company, a professional African-Arnerica- n modern dance
company, on Friday, April 6, at 8 pjn. at the Palace Theatre.
DCDC is a premiere dance company formed in 1968. The compa-
ny was founded by artistic director Jeraldyne Blunden. DCDC grew
out of a dance school in the black community of Dayton, Ohio.
The professional ensemble of 18 members is regarded as one of the
most prestigious minority arts organizations in the Great Lakes re-
gion.
Tickets for DCDC are available at the Cultural Center box office
from Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call 452-409- 8.
Pre-sal- e tickets are $9 for adults and $6 for children 12 or under and
senior citizens. Tickets on the evening of the performance are $10
and $7. A $20 ticket is available, which includes admittance to the
performance plus a champagne reception afterwards.
TEXACO-METROPOLITA- N OPERA: Wagner's "Die Wal-kure- ."
under the direction of James Lcvine, will be broadcast live
from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House on Saturday after-
noon, April 7 at 12:30 p.m. over the Texaco-Metropolit- an Opera
Radio Network. It will be heard locally over WCWS, the college ra-
dio station.
SHAWN PERRY
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster will be
the site, for an evening of the ex--
.
ceptional jazz music of legends
Charlie Parker and Count Basie.
On Friday, April 6, at 8:15 p.m.,
.
the music department will present
tributes to these two jazz greats
with performances by the Jazz En-
semble, the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra, and two special guest
musicians.
Chicago alto saxophonist Eric
Schneider will perform with the
Wooster Symphony in a remarka-
ble and true-to-for- m tribute of the
great sax player Charlie "Bird"
Parker. The interesting combina-
tion of sax and strings the first
live performances of These pieces
since Parker recorded them in the
1950's-incl- ude pieces from Park-
er's legendary Bird With Strings
album.
Some of the songs to be per-
formed in the set include "111 Re-
member April," "Parker's Mood,"
"They Can't Take That Away
From Me," and "Just Friends."
These works were transcribed and
arranged especially for the concert
by Jeff Lindberg, assistant profes-
sor of music and director of the
Wooster Symphony.
Eric Schneider, an accomplished
sax player in the traditional Chica-
go jazz style, was a member of the
Earl "Fatha" Hines Band at the age
- i
:
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Al Grey is guest trombonist tonight.
of 23. Later on, he joined the
well-renown- ed Count Basie Or-
chestra.
The College of Wooster Jazz En-
semble, also under the direction of
Lindberg, will then open the sec-
ond half of the program with a
!"
.. y
-
.
'ft --
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.
'
.
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tribute to the great Count Basie.
Guest trombonist Al Grey will
make a special appearance with the
ensemble with some of bis person-
al favorites during his 20-ye- ar as--
see Jazz: page 11
Home and campus band "The Penguins on Fire" start the weekend out right
SARA SUTHERLAND
Staff Writer
If you groove to folk music,
laugh to musical comedy, and en-
joy the company of some terrific
people. Mom's Truck Stop is the
place for you to be tonight. The
dynamic acoustic guitarist, Greg
Home, and the new and upcoming
campus band sensation, The Pen-
guins on Fire, will perform in a
Student Spotlight Showcase at
Mom's tonight from 9 p.m. until
10:30 p.m.
The Penguins on Fire will open
up for the night from 9 pjn.-93- 0
pjn. This fresh, unconventional
band is made up of lead singer arid
occasional bongo soloist Chris
Ruch, and 'the rivoting guitarist
Eric Pfeffinger, who lends his
strong vocals as well.
Both sophomore English ma-
jors, Ruch and Pfeffinger report
that their involvement in this duo
act is purely for fun and excite-
ment. Each write original songs
for the band. Their influences are
Jonathan Richman and the Violent
Femmes, from whom they bor-
rowed two songs for their show, as
well as They Might Be Giants and
Modern Lovers. Also two origi-
nals they plan on performing are
"Fred Gets Caught Dancing" and
"Grandma's Toaster." Pfeffinger
describes their duo as, "somewhat
like Lenon and McCartney." He
also mentioned that he takes clas-
sical guitar lessons here for his en-
joyment.
Ruch reported that Penguins On
Fire have played during intermis-
sion for the band This is Judy, an-
other campus band, as well as over
the college radio station. He also
explained the focus of the duo's
music is basically original humor
mixed with serious political over-
tones. Ruch and Pfeflinger's mu-
sic is redefined, but can be be con-
sidered contemporary rock. The
Penguins On Fire recommend that
if everyone enjoys their show Fri-
day night that students should
come over to The Underground on
Wednesday at 9 p.m. to the
"Dump Their Shoes" comedy
night in which they both will ap-
pear.
At 9:30 pjn. the campus music
giant Greg Home will dazzle the
crowd with his acoustic guitar tal-
ents, as well as folk music vocals.
Actively playing the acoustic gui-
tar for six years, Horne has a deep
appreciation for traditional and
modern folk music. He reports
that because he is originally from
eastern Tennessee, which has folk
music roots, he feels a strong in-
spiration to pursue this music
Here at the College he is studying
classical guitar and is a music his-
tory major.
He hopes to further his studies,
in ethno-musicolo- gy and folk mu-
sic in graduate school, and then
pursue a career as a professional
folk singer. Watch for his name
in lights someday soon! He can
say he got his big start at the Col-
lege of Wooster.
Horne also is a key member of
the popular two-year-o- ld campus
band This is Judy, in which he is
guitarist and lead vocalist Herec-ogniz- es
the fact that there is not a
big group of folk music enthu-
siasts on campus. But he knew
(his when he came to campus.
Horne said that there is a small
group of folk fans at Wooster.
The odds are that he is the biggest
active fan though.
Horne lists his favorite musi-
cians, from whom he will borrow
songs from Friday night: Buddy
Holly, Paul Simon, Joni Mitchell,
and Michael Hedges, and the musi-
cian who serves as his role model,
the English Billy Bragg. Also Fri-
day, Home will share some of his
own famed originals.
' Horne, who performed at Mom's
Truck Stop last year, is a "must-see- ."
So come over to Mom's to-
night! His performance, and his
opening act the Penguins On Fire,
will start your weekend out on a
great (folk and comedy rock) note!
This Student Spotlight Showcase
is sponsored by The Student Ac-
tivities Board.
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Unsung Hvr?;
Connor loves students and, of course, books.. .lots of books
TRINA BROWN
Copy Editor
"I love booksthat's what at-
tracted me to the library. It's like
that t-s- hirt 'So many men, so
little time, 'So many books, so
little time. You don't realize that
you can't possibly read everything
until you get into a library,'' says
Kathy Connor, circulation super-
visor of Andrews Library.
Connor came to the library in
April of 1982 after graduating
from Akron University with a de-
gree in education with a special
emphasis on English and language
arts. She was born in Lakewood,
Ohio, and graduated from Seville
High School. After high school,
she attended college for a year,
then got married and raised a fami-
ly. She went back to college
when her two children were in
high school. Now her children re-
side in Austin, Texas, and Lodi,
Ohio.
Connor says that the best part of
her job is the students.
'
"No question about it they
make the job for me. I just find
them nice people to be around
they're funny and friendly. You
rr
5r3. Vr.4 S ,.. .- -. " ?
'
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Kathy Connor, supervisor of circulation at Andrews Li-
brary, thinks students are the best part of her job.(Photo by Mike Pepper)
become, friends with them. I've
learned so much from them, espe-
cially the international students,'
says Connor.
Unfortunately, there are unpleas-
ant parts to Connor's job. One of
them is "dealing with people who
are upset about fines, or who can't
find books," according to Connor.
Connor has heard just about eve-
ry excuse for lost or late books.
On Sunday Morning, April 1,
Some Individuals Vandalized a 1983 Ford
Escort causing $2000 Worth off Damage
$200 Reward- -
For Any Information Leading
To The Identification of
Any Responsible Parties
Contact The Security Office
JB Typewriter Service & Sales
Authorized Service For
SMITH CORONA
IBMSWINTEC
ADLER
Supplies For
One student had the old standby,
"The dog ate them" as an excuse.
He brought them in to show Con-
nor, and the dog really had eaten
them. People claim that theii
books were stolen, or they gave
the books to someone else, who
gave them- - to someone else, who
gave them to someone else, etc.
"Parents call up and say then-so-n
or daughter hadn't checked any
out, when they really have. Or the
parents call about a fine, and when
I tell them that the student can
work off the fine, they say, WeIL
they didn't tell me about that,
says Connor.
Connor calls her taste in books
as well as music "very eclectic."
She enjoys English mysteries as
well as non-fictio- n. Currently she
is reading Life in the Middle Ages
and Alt I Ever Really Needed to
Know ILearned in Kindergarten.
Her favorite authors include Mar-
garet Atwood and James Baldwin.
Connor likes to travel and work
in her flower garden. She used to
do counted cross stitch, but recent
ly her energies have been required
to remodel her new house. She
enjoys country western music and
dancing, too.
Connor lives in her new house
with her dog Abby, the one-eye- d
basset, and Crescent the calico cat
She volunteers on a crisis line in
I the evenings. She has gotten calls
from peopkTabout almost everyth-
ing.
"I didn't know that there were
that many people who used it,"
says Connor. She was surprised
by the number of men who use the
Announcing 1990 JSA Passover Seder:
Come join ns for a little matzah ball soup and a lot of
celebrating this Thursday at 5 p.m. at the Wooster Inn
The cost of the meal is $4 for students,
$5 for faculty and staff
For reservations, please contact: Laura Weinberg,
c-29- 95 ext. 3574; Stuart Wodlinger,
c-30- 55, ext. 3012
Activities-- will include singing, storytelling,
and other arp rises Reservation mast be made by
Tuesday. Students should bring , their LD. cards to the
Seder. A box will be provided for donations of canned
goods and toiletries la recognition of hanger
and homelessness week.
Richardson House and the Wayne County
Chapter of the American Red Cross will
be sponsoring a Bloodmobile on Thursday,
April 12 from 10a.rn.to 5p.m. at the
Westminster Church House at the comer of
College and Pine Streets.
Dominos Pizza will be provided.
Sign up in Lowry Center.
The Jeffrey P. Daberko prize will be awarded to
the dorm, small house, or section with the
greatest percentage of residents donating.
line. ? don't think men have the
same support groups that women
do," she says.
Ellen Conrad, a library staff
member in government publica-
tions, has known Connor for eight
years.
"I think her compassion and her
sense of humor and her perceptive-ne- ss
and her ability to see through
the trappings of a situation right
to the heart of it make her spe-
cial," says Conrad.
Conrad says that Connor is
"generous with her time, money,
and herself."
One of Connor's --student em-
ployees says, "Kathy is so full of
fun and life. She seems to see the
humor in every situation.'
Connor's plans for the future are
to help people however she can
find a way.
"If I had the resources I would
like to work at a job where you
really help people. I would like to
work with the homeless, or chil-
dren with ATDS-somet- hing to
' contribute, to help people. I want
to do something to benefit society.
I have to do that before I die or
I'll feel it wasn't worth it," Con--
jnrsays.
i rzZZ KAFFEE
Discount
Sunday-Thursd-ay
2p.rn.-9p.i-n.
- WithCbllegelD
2730 Cleveland RtL.WoortcrOH
345-74- 17
.
Stall's Barber Shop
The Best Fkt Tcps
In Wooster
389 W. Liberty
264-333- 1
Alterations & Custom
Sewing .
conveniently located
just off campus.
For appointment call
Myra Olah
262-778- 6
10 discbunt; with
this ad
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Elizabeth Castelli handles I.S. month, teaching in religious studies, and planning
her leave... among other things
KARYN POWERS
Staff Writer
To most sports fans, March
Madness means basketball, basket-
ball, and more basketball. But to
many professors, March Madness
isn't just basketball and it doesn't
end in March. In fact, March is
just the beginning of reading I.S.,
grading final papers, advising con-
fused students, and coping with
general hysteria as the end of the
year swiftly approaches One of
these hardpressed profs is Dr. Eli-
zabeth Castelli, Assistant Profes-
sor of Religious Studies, who at
the time of this article was in the
midst of reading an I.S.
This year, Castelli's teaching du-
ties have included such courses as
The Life and Teachings of Jesus,
The New Testament in its Literary
Environment, The Psychology of
Religion, Women's Studies, and
First-Ye- ar Seminar. Obviously,
Castelli's area of expertise is
Christianity, although she never
had the intention of that being her
Celd of study as a student at Brown
Eating in
From the very first day I threw
my silverware into a hole and
waited for the sound of metal on
metal, I knew how it would go.
"Hey Dave, have you seen this
bread machine? I feel like I'm in
Las Vegas!"
"What do you mean?"
"Look at the thing.
" It's like a slot machine. OnHere I go, watch me!
Ok, joker, joker, joker,
oh! lucky lemon! Look
at this, I struck it rich,
m be making sandwich-
es in my sleep!" DAVE
"Cmon. You're emba-rassi- ng
me. Let's get
something to drink." We made it
over to beverage dock two, but had
to contend with the MWF lunch
time crowd. Everyone and then-be- st
friend wanted ice so I went
straight for the libations. Upon
arrival I was thrust into a game of
beverage twister. Right hand to
orange juice, left hand to PepsL
Some other hand to the cranberry
juice, some other hand underneath
all that to the water. Then we all
- fell down and laughed.
Things took a turn for the worse
University. Literature was her ma-
jor, and she took courses in early
Christianity and other religions
and also learned to read Greek.
That was the extent of her training
in this field until she went back to
graduate school at Claremont Uni-
versity in California. She realized
mat religious studies was a culmi-
nation of things that, for her, in-
cluded history, literature, and cul-
tural studies. While many people
take a theological or seminarical
route to religious studies, Castelli
was more academic as she realized
that religion, was "functional for
understanding cultures."
Castelli was born in Calgary,
Alberta, and grew up mainly in the
west, including California, Colora-
do, and Canada. She graduated
from Brown in 1979 and said it
was the furthest away from her
then current home of Dallas, Tex-
as, that she could geL But she did
return to the west to get her mas-
ters (1986) and doctorate (1987)
from Claremont University in
the cafeteria
at the salad bar. Until they put up
those sneeze guards, I never antici-
pated that someone would let one
loose into the diced tomatoes.
Now I usually give a cursory
glance just to make sure that no
one has abandoned any yellow cus--
My
Mind
COOGAN
. 4
-
-
tard on that foggy plastic shield.
Half the time I go up there, I'm
just playing the odds. There might
be something good, there might be
some left by the time I get there.
Finding a seat is another game of
chance. I've noticed that the ac-
quaintance from your first-ye-ar
seminar is quickly transformed into
a good friend when you need a seat
Tm always tempted to find a seat
in the faculty dining room. No
trays, no loud banter. But to sacri
After a few part-tim- e teaching
jobs in California, Castelli came
to Wooster full-tim- e. To her, .
teaching is a performance of sorts,
where she can perform her best in
front of a smaller audience. "I try i
not to make students in my own
image and instead I try to empower
them to think for themselves,"
says Castelli "It's important to in-
spire curiosity, but never in a
forceful way." Also, because
she's at a smaller school, she can
devote some of her time to tutor-
ing, something that is rarely done
by a professor at any school, large
or small.
For the past three years, Castelli
has been involved in the first-ye- ar
seminar program where she loves
to see the students "create a dis-
ease" as they discuss various top-
ics. Ideas spread and expand at an
alarming rate, but at the same
time, the students have only a lim-
ited amount of knowledge of the
topics which they were discussing.
To remedy this problem, Castelli
would like to see a topic on mass
fice a key seat in the main dining
hall is to sacrifice people watch-
ing. No one wants to admit that
Lowry is our social center, but it
is. Eligible bachelors and bachel-orette- s
do plenty of scoping at
lunch and dinner, we won't try to
i hide that here.
"Dave, I think I'm in
love."
"What? What are youi talking about?"
"Don't look now, but
1 she's at 3:00."
I "My 3:00 or your 3:00?" '
1 "No. Don't look now."
.
4 When scoping loses its
SS m appeal, there's always the
food cops to divert your attention
away from the entree. The danger
.
of getting caught is usually
enough to provoke the most hon-
orable student to put a cookie in
his pocket. The more rambunc-
tious ones have no problem walk-
ing out of there with a pie or a
couple dozen chicken sandwiches.
In the face of 16,000 a year, a
little food theft makes a student
feel better. They jerk me around,
111 jerk them around!
culture; how it informs, instructs,
and affects us on an everyday ba-
sis. She explains, "Students are
better able to discuss this topic be-
cause they're experts. They live
mass culture." The United States
is finding the conception and un-
derstanding of texts less and less
important, while images are quick-
ly filling that void. These images
come to us in the form of soap op-- ,
eras, MTV, film, advertising, and .
even rock-n-ro- U. But Castelli con-
cedes 'that she herself is a "film and
TV queen" and adds, "It doesn't ,
quite fit with the dead languages,
does it?"
If, after this article, you decide
you might want to take a course
from Castelli, you're out of luck,
but just for a year. She will be on
sabbatical at the Philadelphia An-nenb- erg
Research Institute to do
research for a book she is writing.
It will be on early Christians and
how they talked about and
thought of their bodies and will
also deal with their ideas of asceti-
cism, transcendence and the dualist
Nine out of ten students admit
they've plagiarized papers
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
As many as nine out of ten stu-
dents have plagiarized a paper
sometime during their college ca-
reers.
Miami University of Ohio Prof.
Jerold Hale and two colleagues
surveyed 234 students and found
that 9U percent of the students
admitted to having committed at
least one of four academically dis-
honest practices in connection
with written assignments.
Of those, 74.2 percent failed to
cite a reference for paraphrased or
quoted material, 44.2 percent
passed off another students' work
for their own, 40.8 percent failed
to note a word-for-wo- rd quote as a
direct quotation, and 39.9 percent
used misleading references to hide
plagiarism.
The results echo a survey re-
leased by Harvard University's In-
stitute for Educational Manage-
ment in early March that found
identity of holy women. Castelli
is also presently working on a
book, based upon her dissertation,
which explores the language of
imitation in Christian ideology.
This particular book will deal with
the problem of how Christians in
earlier times were called to same-
ness and were not easily able to
express their personal differences.
If she had not chosen to teach,
Castelli thinks she would have
opened a restaurant. "with great
food and a great atmosphere." She
expounds upon mis idea by saying
that her fantasy would be to set up
a place for people who do good
works, whether they be education-
al, humanitarian, or political.
"Anything underpaid," she says.
"This would be a place where peo-
ple could retreat, relax, and recon-
nect," she muses, "and of course
rd cook great vegetarian food for
mem!"
For now, she's concentrating on
just finishing mis semester and al-
though March Madness has passed,
April Insanity has just begun.
sure placed upon students to
achieve academically.
But not all students say that jus-
tifies cheating.
"If the overall goal is to succeed
in college, you'd think students
wouldn't cheat," said Paige Foster,
a student at the University of Ken-
tucky. "Our student handbook is
pretty clear about what is plagiar-
ism."
"Pressure to get good grades is
no excuse to cheat," added Bonnie
Wiese of Keene State College in
New Hampshire. ;
about 30 percent of the nation's
college students have cheated on
term papers or exams.
In addition, 43 percent of 5,000
professors told the Carnegie Foun-
dation for the Advancement of
Teaching that today's undergradu-
ates are more willing than their
predecessors to cheat to get good
grades. ?
The root of the problem, Mia-
mi's Hale says, is the intense pres--
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Jazz: Ensemble makes final appearance
Continued from page 8
sociation with the Count Pieces
to be performed include "Mood In-
digo," 'Makin Whoopee,"
Turning A Corner," and the quin-
tessential jazz tribute piece,
"Basic"
Al Grey's 40-ye- ar career in the
jazz field has included being a
member of some of the greatest
jazz bands of all time, including
those of Benny Carter, Jimmy
Lunceford, Lionel Hampton, and,
of course. Count Basic He's
played with the likes of Frank Si-
natra, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzge-
rald, Dizzy Gillespie, and Sarah
Vaughan just to name a few.
His awards are numerous: The
Downbeat New Star Award, Eng-
land's Melody Maker Award, sever- -
Eric Schneider plays sax
tonight.
al Playboy Jazz Trombonist of the
Year awards and many others.
As both a featured soloist and
leader of his own group. The Al
Grey Quintet, he is in popular de-
mand by fellow musicians for both
his hauntingly stylish and articu-
lately muted solo work.
In the Jazz Ensemble's final
show for the year, a tribute will be
paid also to its three graduating
seniors: trumpeter Shireen Behza-d- i,
trombonist Dennis Kuhl, and
bassist Terry Miller. All will
have solos in the tribute pieces for
Count Basie.
There is no admission charge for
the concert This first-of-its-ki- nd
event is sponsored by the College
of Wooster Cultural Events Com-
mittee and the Board of Trustees.
This is definitely a performance
not to be missed.
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Help Wanted!
Why not include some volunteering in your summer
plans. Think about helping Appalachians (Kentucky) or
Migrants (North Carolraa)CaIl Sr. Margaret Harig, ext.
2096 for information and transportation.
Utl
OPEN HOUSE
April 21-29- th
8a.m.-7pi.n- i.
STATIC DISPLAYS
AIRPLANE RIDES $5.00 PER PERSON
FLY-I- N OR DRIVE-I- N FOR BREAKFAST
April 21 Serving 8a.m.-lp.- m.
Hot Cakes, Sausage, and Beverage $2.50
Wayne County Airport
6020 N. Honeytown Rd.
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WASHINGTON
Boston University
International Programs
72S CommomxeaNr) Avenue B2
Boston. MA 02215
6173S3!
Politics BusmessEconomics Pre --Lew
International Relations Journalism
Communications Hearth Fields The Arts
Each 14-we- ek internship program includes:
16 Boston University semester-hou- r credits,
full-tim- e internships, course work taught by
local faculty, centrally located housing, and
individualized placements for virtually every
academic interest. Programs in London and
Paris are offered during the spring, fall, and
summer. The Washington program is offered
during the fall and spring.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
. State .
CollegeUniversity .
.
FaH
An sou opportunity.
tfhrmMivocOon institution
.Zip.
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SUMMER AND FALL SPACES STILL AVAILABLE
NEW THIS FALL IN LONDON:
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Sports Briefs
Sports Briefs are compiled by Paul Jacobus, Sports Editor. '
THE STOPPER: Senior pitcher Jim Robertson extended his
string of innings without an earned run against him to 14 13 this
past week. He pitched 5 13 scoreless innings of relief last week and
maintains a 2-- 0 record with 15 strikeouts.
NO SURPRISE AT ALL: Wittenberg men's basketball coach
Dan Hipsher was recently voted as the Great Lakes District Coach-of-thc-Ye-ar
by the National Association of Basketball Coaches. His
29-- 2 record was the best in the school's history.
SUPER SOPHOMORES: Lady Scot sophomore lacrosse
players Martha Lange and Jen Mabie have made quite an impact on
opponents so far this season. Currently, Lange is ranked fourth in
the NCAC in scoring with 11 goals and 2 assists while Mabie is
eighth with 9 goals and 2 assists.
LEAGUE LEADERS: Wooster's Andy Fox and Matt Hiestand
have one thing in commonoffense. Fox, an attackman on the la-
crosse team, leads the NCAC in goals (25), assists (28), and total
points (53). Hiestand, a first baseman on the Fighting Scot baseball
team, leads the NCAC iiThome runs with 3 and runs batted in with
18.
THE BIG TIME: Wooster's men's golf team earned nationwide
recognition this week in the "Across The USA In Sports" section of
USA Today. In the state by state description of recent major events,
Ohio's outlined how Wooster's Dave Mottice shot a 73 to lead bis
team to a victory in the College of Wooster Golf Open. Randy Pitts
added to the victory with an impressive 77.
ALL-EVERYTHIN- G: Oberlin junior guard Ann Gilbert, who
averaged 31.1 points per game this past year, was recently named to
the 1990 Kodak All-Ameri- ca women's basketball team. She became
the third woman in the history of Division HI to average over 30
points during a season.
BANG!: Denison sophomore rightfielder Steve Schott highlighted
the bottom of the first inning during the Big Red's 7-- 6 victory over
Case Reserve last week by driving the first pitch over the leftfield
fence to open the game. He went on to go 4--4.
THE BEST OF THE BEST: Kenyon senior Jon Howell was
invited to the Division I Men's Swim Championships after claiming
a third consecutive Division III national championship in the 50-ya- rd
freestyle.
AQUAKENYON: The Kenyon swimming program once again
proved their superiority in Division in swimming competition. The
men claimed their 11th consecutive national championship and the
women's program registered their 7th straight
Two mile record highlights strong
SHADE WHITES EL
Assistant Sports Editor
The two mile relay record of
8:03 set in the spring of1988 was
just itching to be broken, and four
terrific athletes took perfect condi-
tions down in Tallahassee, Florida
on the spring trip and broke the .
record by two seconds to put 8:01
up on the charts. Joel McBurney,
Jason Hudson, Jeff Beck and Rob
Noble competed on the relay.
They all ran very competitive-
ly," commented head coach Dennis
Rice. "Overall, I'm pleased with
the results."
This week, acting on the idea,
that swimmers shave their legs to
lower their times, Curtis Mann,
Scott Erholm and McBurney took
the shears to their legs Friday and
appeared on the race scene at Case
Western Reserve last Saturday.
i. !
Wooster's Chuck Wheat (29), John Marcinek, Geoff Belz,
on an opponent daring the Scots' loss to Michigan State
News Services)
Men's lacrosse
TOM STEFANDC
Staff Writer
Last week, the men's lacrosse
team had a difficult time against
two worthy opponents: Hamilton
and Michigan State.
Last Saturday, the team travelled
to New York to face Coach Hind's
alma mater, Hamilton. Wooster
started out slowly in the first half
and trailed 5-- 2 at halftime. In the
second half, Hamilton started by
scoring two unanswered goals.
Sophomore Alan Pohoryles started
the Wooster scoring streak as they
scored six unanswered goals and
took the lead 8-- 7 on Steve David-ow- 's
third goal of the game. Un-
fortunately, Hamilton also could
with baby smooth legs. It worked
for at least one athlete, as McBur-
ney won the half-mi- le in 2:00 and
qualified for the outdoor conference
meet at the same time.
"We all wanted to qualify,"
smiled McBurney. "And of course,
it's a crazy thing to do."
The men took fifth place and the
women took seventh in the over-
all team finishes, competing
against Case, Grove City College,
x " t. .
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experiences two
score and scored the final three
goals of the game to put them on
top 10-- 8. Other scorers for the
Scots were juniors Greg Savidge
and Chip Holcombe and first-yea- rs
Tom Bennett and Dave Brewster,
who had one apiece.
This past Wednesday, the Scots
faced the Spartans from Michigan
State on Carl Dale field. The team
was led by first-ye- ar Whitney
Nunn, who scored their first two
goals and later added a third. Steve
Davidow scored once in the first
.
half to tie the score at three, but
the Spartans started to pull away.
The other two Wooster goals were
scored by Chip Holcombe and
Tom Bennett, but the final score
was 12-- 6. Although losing both
start for track
Youngs town State, Bethany, and
Walsh, among others. "There were
some really good individual races,"
commented Rice. "But, I am very
displeased with the overall team re-
sults. The team effort was lack-
ing."
Several woman athletes tried to
overcome the cold, rainy, weather
and put together a 400 meter relay
for the first time all year. Tammy
Berger, Sable Olindo, Nichole
and Rich Green converge
this past week. (Photo by
setbacks
games this week, the Scots are
still 6--3 and have yet to play a
conference game. Leading scorers
are Andy Fox (25 goals, 29 as-
sists,), Steve Davidow (29 goals,
16 assists), Tom Bennett (20
goals, five assists), Mike Breen
(21 goals, two assists), Alan Po-
horyles (14 goals, nine assists),
and Dave Brewster (nine goals, 12
assists). Wooster has outshot their
opponents 333-23- 4 while holding
a 145-8- 5 edge on goals scored.
This weekend, the team travels
to Columbus to battle the Buck-
eyes of Ohio State on Saturday at
1:30. On Wednesday, the Bishops
from Ohio Weskyan will arrive on
campus for a 4 pjn. game.
Podgorney, and Krista Hicks com-
bined to place first in their heat
and fourth overall in 55.2.
In the 400 meter run, Jane Major
ran competitively to finish in 66.2
and sixth place.
"Jane has stuck to the training
program and all her fall training is
starting to show," said Rice. "She
is rebounding after being sick in
see Track: page 14
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Hind's ambitions include team and personal goals
APRIL HECK
Staff Writer
As a coach, be is demanding yet
understanding, highly competitive
yet knows a game is more than a
final score. Off the field, he ap-
pears as a good-natur- ed guy who
grins a lot, perhaps talking about
his wife of two years, or his col-
lege years.
Is this "he" still a mystery?
Then meet Jon Hind, head coach of
the men's lacrosse team and assist-
ant coach for football. A native of
Syracuse, New York, Hind is no
newcomer to the world of sports.
After having played in high
school, he continued competing in
both football and lacrosse at Ha-
milton College in New York. A
math and economics major, he
graduated from college with vi-
sions of working in the Manhattan
sky-rise- s.
Several job offers to work in
New York firms, however, failed
First win for
CARISSA CONNER
Staff Writer
The women's lacrosse team trav-
elled east to Maryland this week-
end to take on Hood College and
Frostburg State. The Lady Scots
had their first season win on Satur-
day when they pulled together a
beautiful show, downing Hood
College 16-- 4, then on Sunday lost
to Frostburg 7-1- 1.. Saturday's
game against Hood finally revealed
the team's talent and desire to
win. Offensive attacks were un-
ending, but full-fiel- d hustle was
the key to the Lady Scots' success.
Lisa Meurer and first-yea- rs Chan-d-a
Miller and Tammy Barnes were
strong appliers of midfield pressure
and responsible for crucial connec-
tions that fed the scorers on to
goal. The Lady Scots' 16 goals
were shared by super-score- rs Mar-
tha Lange (4), Minna Jinn (4), and
Jen Mabie (3); juniors Maria The-ophi- lis
and Jen Morse each had
one goal, and first-tim- e scoring
first-yea-rs Lauren Dujmusic, Les-
lie Belgrade, and Lisa "Chip" Va-d- ez
had a goal a piece.
Against Frostburg State the fol-
lowing day, the Scots just didn't
seem to have the drive, and al-
lowed two goals and almost ten
minutes to go by in the first half
to appeal to him as much as an of-
fer to coach at Hamilton. Coach-
ing must have been in his blood:
"I could have probably earned five
times as much doing something
else." He should be happy to be
admit, though, that his teams per-
formed quite well under his leader-
ship at Hamilton, as well as at his
alma mater high school where he
coached later.
Hind's successful debut in coach-
ing brought him to Wooster in
1986. An offer from Berkeley
may have tempted him, but the
title "head coach here won him
over. Now, fall at Wooster pro-
pels Hind onto the football fields
where he works with the offensive
linemen (whom he affectionately
calls the "hoogers"). Being an as-
sistant does not cause problems,
he clarified, because he is allowed
the freedom to coach how he sees
fit.
This dreary, rainy season sup-
posedly called "spring" takes Hind
women's lax
before scoring some goals of their
own. Frostburg's 6--2 lead at half
time and two more goals early in
the second half was too big a defi-
cit for Wooster to come back
from. The teams were exactly
equal in shooting, but Wooster's
poor shot selection and goal keep-
ing's just SO percent save average
let Frostburg take the game.
The Lady Scots returned to
Wooster only to turn around and
head for Oberlin College on Tues-
day. It was a cold game because it
was played in a snowstorm with a
few inches on the field, and be-
cause the Scots dropped to the
Yoewomen 7-1- 4.
Wooster's Maria Theophilis
started off the scoring within the
first five minutes from a free-positi- on
shot, but Oberlin an-
swered immediately, scoring just
20 seconds later. Outshooting the
Lady Scots by 30-1-3 (overall),
Oberlin worked in four more goals
before Morse assisted Chip to goal
with five minutes left in the half.
In two minutes, Lange and Jinn
had brought the score to 4--5, but
the Yoewomen got in a sixth goal
just a minute before the half end-
ed.
The Lady Scots reopened the
game with another goal from Jinn
just 30 seconds into the half and i
J -- 1.
: ' "'
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John Hind
to the practice fields once again to '
coach men's lacrosse. His first im-
pressions of the lacrosse team four
years ago sparked a five-ye- ar plan
overshadowed by two losses
found themselves within a goal of
the Yoewomen, but were again an-
swered by an Oberlin goal 20 sec-
onds later. Lange scored twice
again in the half, but Oberlin kept
its offensive and defensive pressure
on and brought the game to a final
Scots lose 2 of 3 games in
Wittenberg series
MICHAEL PEPPER
Staff writer
Last weekend the Scots traveled
to Wittenberg University to take
on the Tigers in a three-gam-e ser-
ies. The Scots didn't fare so well
though, losing two of the three
games. Coach Pettorini said of
the performance, "I was disap-
pointed with the whole weekend of
play."
A few players stood out in the
series despite me two losses.
"Eric Ott played very well of--f
ensely and defensively ,"saidCoach
Pettorini. Pettorini also praised
the pitching of Mark Bricker and
Jason Weiner.
The' first game, saw the. Scots
to begin rebuilding the ideal team.
"We're almost there," Hind ex-
plained. "In 1987 we were one and
seven, and this year we are six and
two." Smart recruiting accounts
for some of the success. The
team's winning ways might also
be attributed to the attitudes Hind
strives to instill in bis players.
"Good values, self discipline,
leadership, team spirit . . these
qualities are more important than
the X's and O's, so to speak. If
the athletes are all-arou- nd good
people, then the rest will fall into
place." He hopes, above all, that
his players will leave the field feel-
ing the only limitations placed
upon them were their own.
Away from the grassy turf, Hind
might be found teaching one of
three activity classes: jogging, cy-
cling, or racquetbalL "It's fun!" he
commented. "It's a good opportu-
nity to meet students who are not
necessarily inter-collegia- te
7-1- 4.
Coach Meese commends the
team's ability to come back a few
times to within just one goal.
She feels they had some trouble
performing under the pressure of
the game and that always having
take an early 2-- 0 second inning
lead with runners Matt Burdette .
and Chris Bell crossing the plate.
However, the Tigers scored three
runs on three hits in the seventh
inning to win the game 3-- 2.
The second game the Scots were
not able to send a runner on a full
trip around the bases and they
came up scoreless. The Tigers put .
in four runs and won easily 4-- 0.
In the third and final game the '
Scots were down by one in the
first but tied it in the second. The
Tigers got another run in the sec-
ond but die Scots went on a hit-
ting spree and scored four runs on
hits by Burdette, Ott, Hiestand,
and Sherrieb to put the Scots up 5--2
The Scots Aen scored in four
In addition to working his job
here, "a great job" as he stressed,
he attends graduate school at Kent
State, aiming for a masters in ath-
letic administration. Squeezing in
one or two night courses in-seas- on
and going full-ti- me over the sum-
mer, he hopes to someday reach
j his goal of becoming an athletic
: director "at a division three
school like Wooster," Hind em- -
phasized, "with strong academics --
and a good athletic program."
For now, the coach is focusing
' on this lacrosse season. The most
important thing is for the team to
keep improving, and "conference
and the playoffs will take care of
j themselves." As Hind and his
I team approach the final stretchy
j the season, they will often recall
! their favorite saying: "Everyone
has the will to be champion, but
. few have the will to work to be
champion." This Wooster coach
and his players, it seems, just
might be among the few.
to catch up often caused them to
panic.
After having seen Ohio Wesley-a-n
on Thursday and traveling to
Earlham College on Saturday, the
Lady Scots will see Oberlin again,
at home, on Monday 4:30 p.m.
out of the next six innings to run
away with the game to win 12--7.
The weekend series brought the
Scots record to 8-5- -1.
Yesterday the Scots took on
John CarrolL Coach Pettorini said
before the game "I expect to win.
I have made some changes in the
line up." This weekend the Scots
will meet Ohio Wesleyan Univer-
sity in a three-gam-e series here at
home.
This game will probably be the
matchup for the conference cham-
pionship. It will be a tough
game. OWU is a good learn," said
Pettorini. There win be two
garnet on Saturday begining
Lpjn. and one game on Sunday,
also at 1 pan. . . - r-.;- -. -
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Hoops for hunger: B-b- all to help
As far as I am concerned, the
basketball season is all but over.
The San Fransico-Iik-e UNLV
Runnin' Rebels ran all over the
Kookin' Duke Blue Devils Mon-
day after the first 10 minutes of
the NCAA final.
And just as I am pre--
paring to write a column Soabout how good UNLV
was and how it was like
a Super Bowl of recent
years, a letter comes
along that asks me a
very compelling ques-
tion: "Will you write a CJ.
column about our hoops
The
Way I
See It
MITCHELL
for hunger basketball "
game?" Well, I was honored and
here I sit writing unfortunately
without the writer's best vice, but
ril try.
The Hoops for Homeless game
is this Tuesday and, of course, it is
in the PJE.C. The pregame starts
at 6:45 with the Nick Amester
Group going up agaLt Westmin-
ster, which promises to be an ex-
citing game.
Now the actual game begins at
7:30 with the traditional rivalry of
faculty and staff versus students
being rekindled. Let's not underes-
timate the faculty, kids. Steve
Moore was a captain at Wittenberg
and Chris Hart is a playmaker
Track: Scots run
Continued from page 12
the indoor season and we expect '
great results from her later in the
season."
In the women's 3000 meter run,
Anna Scberzer, Karen Aeberli, and
Susan Louis combined for third,
fourth and fifth place, respectively.
Giving an outstanding effort,
Scherzer, running her best effort
this year at Wooster and carrying
the other two, who also ran terrific
races, with her, ran 11:02. Aeberli
ran 11:03 and Louis ran 11:05.
Also of note was Jen Jaeger's race
in the half mile where she ran a
personal best of 2:33.
In the field events, Kristine Mu-she- tt
threw 34'6" in the shotput
and 114'3" in the discus. Her fel-
low teammate, Kristen Larke,
threw 344" in the shotput and 86'
in the discus.
Giving extremely strong efforts
in the 1500 meter run, Rob Noble
(4:00 and second), Jeff Beck (4:02
and third), and Aaron Davies
(4:02.9 and fifth) all ran well, as
did Steve Mouralis, who ran a per-
sonal best yet another time. In the
from NCAA.
Now if you want to see this
game you have to come up with a
dollar at the door or bring a canned
good or anything that can help the
homeless. The proceeds will go to
the Heifer Project (International
n
Group) and a local organization
that deals with homeless.
Now if you are thinking that this
is going to be some pick-u- p game
for charity, you might be mistak-
en. Coach Al Van Wie is going to
put his coaching shoes back on to
coach the faculty and staff. The
Scot cheerleaders and McWoo will
be there doing their simply awe-
some dunking cheer that just
brings crowds to their feet during
breaks in a game, so be sure to
chant for it.
The cheerleaders will not be the
only ones performing. Superb voc-
alist Miles Simmons will sing the
national anthem and the Ti Quan
against Union
400 meter run, Scott McMillen
ran 50.8, taking third place, and
participated on the mile relay team
(3:29.74 and second place overall)
of McBurney, David Bower and Ja-
son Hudson. Noble and Davies
also ran the 5000 meter run and
placed fifth and seventh, running
13:35 and 16:01, respectively.
Gary Dudley and Greg Sayle par-
ticipated in the javelin throw and
made-respectabl-
e showings, Dud-
ley throwing 141'4" and Sayle
123X)3".
Okay, due to misunderstandings
and other circumstances, there has
not been a track article for two
weeks. I apologize to everyone,
but due to space considerations, I
cannot include everything that I
missed.
Down in Florida, at the FAMU
relays, the mile relay team, con-
sisting of McMillen, Hudson, Ke-
vin Hicks and Bower, combined to
run 3:28, their best time all year.
At the Florida State meet, Krista
Hicks cleared 16'8" in the long
jump, taking second in the whole
meet Jamie Long jumped 22'6".
March 2--3, the first weekend of
the hungry
Do Club with give a halftime
demonstration.
And to top it all off, top an-
nouncer in Division III, By Mor-
ris, will be doing the honors for
this fund-raisin- g event. At print
time not all details were in, but
other possibilities include
the pep band (whose side
. will they be on?), a perfor-
mance by Masankho Ban-d- a,
and-hol-d on to your
socks- - president Copeland
, tossing up the opening tip
off.
When I played little
league we had a baseball
marathon for muscular dys--
trophy. I did not want to do it, but
my father made me. But I remem-
ber that after playing some 30 in-
nings of little league baseball and
seeing children who were stricken
with muscular dystrophy enjoy the
game, I really felt good. And you
always do when you are helping a
good cause. I feel good about writ-
ing this column because maybe
some more people will go to the
game and make it a success.
To Amy McPhee, who wrote the
letter I will be there and I hope
everything goes welL If you need
me to do anything else, let me
know. Good luck to everyone that
is involved.
tomorrow
spring break, was indoor confer-
ence meet for all track athletes.
The men took overall second
place, shocking everyone but
themselves, and two individuals
earned championships. Long
jumped 21"9" in the long jump to
take first and beat out his brother
Jesse from Earlham College, while
McBurney thrashed, his competi-
tion in the 1000 yard run, sprint-
ing 2:20.84.
The Scots return to action at
Mount Union College this Satur-
day. Please give us warm weather.
Summer Jobs
Over 50,000 summer job
' openings at Resorts,
Camps, Amusement Parks,
Businesses, Cruise Lines,
Ranches and more in the
U.S., Canada, Australia, &
20 other countries.
Complete Directory only
$19.95. Don't wait till after!
finals. Send to Summer
Jobs, Drawer 38039,
Colorado Springs, Colorado
80937.
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Men's tennis improves to 8--2
with victory over Allegheny
ANTHONY FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
tennis team improved its record to
8-- 2 on Saturday with a victory
over Allegheny College. The
match opened up the conference
portion of their schedule and was
marked by a sweep in the singles
competion. Two out of the three
doubles matches were also won by
the Scots, which concluded the
match in an 8-- 1 victory overall.
Senior Ail-Americ- an Steve Kuri
improved his record to 10--0 with a
straight-se- t victory at No.l sin-
gles. Kuri, ranked ninth in presea-
son polls, should move into the
top five in the country in the up-
coming rankings. Sophomore
Adam Brewer, ranked number 21
in preseason polls, was impressive
also with a straight set rout at No.
2 singles. Senior Kevin Poor, in
the closest match of the day,
pulled out a three-s- et victory at
No. 3 singles, and sophomoreDan
Rosenbaum convincingly won at
No. 4 singles. Sophomore Antho-
ny Fernandez ousted his opponent
in straight sets at No. 5 singles,
and sophomoreEric Hicks clinched
the victory with a three set deci-
sion at No. 6 singles.
Doubles play was marked by
victories at the No. 1 and No. 3
positions. Kuri and Brewer
crushed their opponents at No. 1
doubles with a straight-se- t victory,
and Bill Hoover and John Ash-bau- gh
also won in straight sets at
No. 3 doubles.
The Fighting Scots continue
play this weekend with the Ohio-India- na
quad, hosted by Wooster.
Wabash, Earlham, and Ohio Wes-leya-n
are the visiting competitors.
Also on the horizon for Wooster
is an important home conference
match with Kenyon on Tuesday.
That match is crucial, not only to
the conference play, but also to the
potential seeding of Wooster in
next weekend's GLCA
Holy Week and Passover
Interfaith Council
Invites you
to join us for some
Holy Week and Passover Observances -
Noonday Prayer:12-12:1- 5
Mon In Lowry 118 .
Tues-Th- ur in Lowry 119
Jewish Model Seder
Thursday, 5 pm at the Wooster Inn
$4 with ID
Interfaith Quiet Prayer Room
Friday 8 am 9 pm
Lowry 119
Interfaith Prayer Service
Friday Noon 12:20
McGaw Chapel
Wooster Christian Fellowship
Communion and Footwashing
Friday 6:30 pm
Lowry 119
01 CM Way Av
WeDcomnie- - LUtl
The Wooster Inn
r Wmm. OW 441 121) M4-2M- 1 ,
Additional 10 Discount
From 5-- 8 p.m. Easter Sunday.
Your home away from home.
Treat yourself to Easter Dinner
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7a.rn.--2 p.m
5 p.m.-- 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 a.m.-- 1 1 a.m.
1 1 a.m.- - 8 p.m.
Reservations Suggested (216) 264-234- 1
Student Discount
IFMir TTiravfcll WIIcoimss '.
Ml SifolWnigs e1T
Remember Students, It's Time
to Plan Your Summer Travel.
Flair Travel Consultants Inc.
346 E. Bowman Street (near McDonalds)
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
For all your travel needs
CALL (216) 264-650- 5
Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305
Sobs
Triway Lanes
Take Your Sib Bowling
Bmy One 'Game
Get One Free
(with this coupon)
We have Bumper Bowling!
' 3392 Columbus Rd.
Come To
for
Guatemalan and Indian clothing, jewelry,
tapestries, scarves, incence, Indian design
knapsacks, and other imports from India and
South Aififerica.
$om Mm
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Serving American & Chinese
Luncheons, Dinners, and Cantonese,
Mandonese & Szechwan
Family Dinners
LARGER MENU-LOT-S OF PARKING
Now serving cocktails
For reservations call 262-295- 8
2241 Benden Dr.
Mon.-Thur- s. 11:30--9
Friday 11:30-1- 0
Saturday . 11:30-1- 0
Sunday 12--9
150 W. Liberty Street
Green Leaf Tgstaurant
Family dining in a
pleasant atmosphere
Breakfast-Lunch-Dinn- er
Featuring fresh strawberry pie.
Open Daily at 7a.m.
Sunday-Thursd- ay til 10p.m.
Friday & Saturday til 1 1p.m.
2905 Cleveland Road
345-679- 7
handicap accessible
262-245-1
0JAD3ITHR3
TOTAL HAIR CARE
2991 CLEVELAND ROAD
345-809- 0
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Szechuan Cuisine
Cantonese-styl- e Cuisine
Open Friday, lla.m.-3p.m- .,
4:30-10:30p.- m.
Saturday 12-3p.- m.,
4:30-10:30p.- m.
For take-o- ut call 264-250-7
205 W. Liberty
Downtown Wooster
: SI 0
ONE HOT DEAL
Get 1 10" Cheese Pizza
for only $2.99
Additional toppings are $.59
Offer expires April 15
This offer is not valid with
any other offers.
264-980- 0
423 E. Liberty
Sun.-Thur- s. 4p.m.-1a.- m.
Fri.-Sa- t. 4p.m.-2a.- m.
Tan
WBStlsir StiiKflfcii&tls
jiUKfl tUfasiiir
7 Visits for $20.00
16 Visits for $40.00
42912 E. Liberty
(next to Dino's)
263-466- 6
L3M
Sits
Back Door Video lTHE HERO HOUSE todays trend setters
Fine Sandwiches and Salads
WELCOMES
THE FAMILIES OF
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
262-816- 6
141 North Bever St.
Movie Special
All movies only 990
with College ID
1 week special
April 6-- 14
150 N. Walnut
115 North Grant St.
264-120- 2
Shampoo, Haircut,
and Blowdry
For only $8
Valid only with coupon
Expires 41490
